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Installation and Assembly

Operation

Congratulations on your Walk-In Bathtub purchase. We know you’ll enjoy
many years of comfort and convenience using it!

We have taken great care to simplify the installation process, and to make
the operation of your tub easy and trouble-free.

This manual will explain basic installation techniques and cover the op-
eration of your tub. Please read it completely before before you begin  the
installation process.

Should you have any questions,  please contact your salesman or the retail
establishment where you purchased your tub. Be sure to keep your packing
slip, delivery paperwork, order information and any other documentation.
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Your Walk-In Bathtub has a myriad of features which set it above the rest.
Among them are:

Features Overview

Stainless Steel Sub-Frame
Safety Grab Bar
Anti-Slip Floor
Inline Heater
Easy-To Remove Access Panels
Hand Shower Attachment
Extension Panels for “Custom” Installation

6 Water Massage Jets
21 Air Massage Jets
Easy-To-Use Electronic Control Panel
Remote Drain Control Knob
Leak-Proof Hydrostatic Door Seal
Durable Chrome Fittings

In addition, each and every tub is thoroughly tested at the factory before
shipping. We’re confident that your Walk-In Bathtub sets the standard for
comfort, quality and durability.



LOCATION AND LEVELING

First, “test fit” the tub by placing it in the position where it will be installed.
Be sure the tub’s drain lines up with the floor drain, and note the position and
length of the water inlet hoses, ensuring that they will reach the connecting
points of your home’s water supply.
Once the tub is in place, it must be leveled. Do this by placing a carpenter’s
level on the edge of the tub, and adjusting the feet. Adjust the feet by loosen-
ing the lock nut and rotating the foot clockwise or counter-clockwise as needed,
then tighten the locknut. Although we check each tub at the factory, move-
ment during shipping may cause adjustments to be needed. Failure to prop-
erly level the tub may cause incomplete drainage.

Installation and Assembly
Note:  Since no two customers’ installations are the same, these instructions are in-
tended solely as a general reference. Your specific installation may vary depending on
your circumstances. Be aware that if you are not confident in your ability to install your
tub, it is strongly recommended that you employ a licensed contractor or plumber.

1. Place level on edge of tub.

2. Loosen locknuts on feet.

3. Rotate foot up or down
as needed to bring tub into
level position.

4. When tub is level, tighten
locknuts.

5. Repeat as necessary, until
all four edges of tub show
level.
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Your tub comes with high quality brass fittings coated with a durable chrome
finish. These include a Hand Shower, a Spigot, two Faucet Valves and a
Diverter Valve. These fittings and their attachment hardware can be found in
the accessories box shipped inside the tub. All threads should be wrapped
with Teflon® tape prior to assembly.

To assemble the Faucet Valve
(1), first screw brass nut (2) onto
Faucet Valve threaded shaft.
Slip black rubber washer (3)
over Faucet Valve threaded
shaft. Insert Faucet Valve up
through hole in tub flange and
screw on chrome cover (4) to
correct height. Tighten brass nut from below. Pry out set screw access button (7)
from knob and fit knob (5) to Faucet Valve. Check to make sure the handle alignment

is correct, and insert and tighten set
screw (6). Replace set screw access
button.

1. Faucet Valve
2. Brass Nut
3. Rubber Washer
4. Chrome Base Cover
5. Faucet Handle
6. Set Screw
7. Set Screw Access Button
8. Tub Edge
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HOT/COLD FAUCET ASSEMBLY (STYLE 1)
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ASSEMBLING THE FITTINGS

Assembled Faucet Valve



Your tub may arrive with the Style 2 faucets shown below. These are also
high quality brass fittings coated with a durable chrome finish, and include a
Hand Shower, a Spigot, and two Faucet Valves. These fittings and their at-
tachment hardware can be found in the accessories box shipped inside the
tub. All threads should be wrapped with Teflon® tape prior to assembly.

Assembly of the Style 2 Faucet (shown
at left) is similar to that of Style 1 shown
on the previous page. The parts are shown
below.

HOT/COLD FAUCET ASSEMBLY (STYLE 2)
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STYLE 2 FAUCET ASSEMBLY

Spigot and
Diverter Valve

Faucet Handle
and Valve

Hand ShowerFaucet Handle
and Valve

Operation of the Diverter Valve
(to change water flow from
Spigot to Hand Shower) is done
by raising or lowering the
Diverter Stem on the rear of the
Spigot, as shown at left.



To assemble the Diverter Valve (1), first screw brass nut (2) onto Diverter Valve
threaded shaft. Slip black rubber washer (3) over Diverter Valve threaded shaft.
Insert Diverter Valve up through hole
in tub flange and screw on chrome cover
(4) to correct height. Tighten brass nut
from below. Pry out set screw access
button (7) from knob and fit knob (5) to
Diverter Valve. Check to make sure the
handle alignment is correct, and insert
and tighten set screw (6). Replace set
screw access button.

1. Diverter Valve
2. Brass Nut
3. Rubber Washer
4. Chrome Base Cover
5. Diverter Handle
6. Set Screw
7. Set Screw Access Button
8. Tub Edge

Assembled
Diverter Valve

DIVERTER VALVE
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Note: Tubs equipped with Style 2 Fittings
do not use a separate Diverter Valve. See
page 6 for details.



1. Spigot
2. Plastic Nut
3. Tub Edge

Insert Spigot (1) through edge (3) of tub. Attach and
tighten plastic nut (2) from bottom.

To assemble the Hand Shower, connect the flexible Hand
Shower Hose (3) to the Hand Shower  (1). Cover the hole
in the edge of the tub with the Chrome Hole Surround (2)
and, feed the hose and Hand Shower base through it. The
Hand Shower is designed to rest in an upright position on
the Chrome Hole Surround.

SPIGOT AND HAND
SHOWER ASSEMBLY

SPIGOT

HAND SHOWER

1. Hand Shower
2. Chrome Hole Surround
3. Hand Shower Hose
4. Tub Edge
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Due to the different fitting
styles, your fittings may differ
slightly from the illustrations.



Connect hoses as shown in the diagram below.
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HOSE CONNECTION (Style 2)
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Connect hoses as shown in the diagram below.
HOSE CONNECTION (Style 1)



DRAIN CONNECTION

Although drain connection may vary depending on your circumstances, a
typical installation is shown below. After the tub has been located over the
existing drain, a “stub” is run up from the existing drain in the floor. A threaded
coupling is placed over the stub, followed by a compression ring. Then the
threaded coupling is screwed onto the drain, forming a watertight seal.

1. Floor of Tub

2. Tub Drain

3. 1-1/2” ABS Adapter

4. ABS Coupler

5. Existing Floor Drain “Stub”
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ELECTRICAL CONNECTION

Your Walk-In Bathtub is wired for standard 110V alternating current. The
electrical connection of your tub can be accomplished in two ways: First, you
can “hard-wire” the tub into your home’s electrical system. For safety, your
tub should be wired on a separate circuit, with a dedicated circuit breaker
rated for 30 amps.
The second method is to attach a standard 3-prong plug to the end of the
tub’s power cable, and plug it into an outlet. This outlet should, however, be
on a separate circuit as described above, and also be GFCI rated.
Note: Due to the variety of wiring color codes, your tub’s wiring may not be the
typical green-black-white that you’re used to (see photo). If this is the case, simply
connect the green wire to your home’s groundwire, and the other colors to the black
and white wires of your home (it does not matter which color connects to black or
white).
Again, it is strongly recommended that if you are not completely confident in
your ability to perform this work, a professional electrician should be em-
ployed.
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ACCESS PANELS

Your tub is designed for a trouble-free service. In the unlikely event that service is
necessary,  there are two access panels in the side of the tub. These are held in place
by magnets, and can be removed with the suction cup tool included with your tub.

EXTENSION PANELS

In the event that you wish to install your tub in a space wider than the tub itself,
there is an extension panel kit inluded with your tub. Check the diagram and pho-
tos below for installation

The panels are held in place by metal clips, as shown below.
NOTE: The Extension Panels are for
aesthetic purposes only and are not
designed to support weight.
NEVER PLACE ANY ELECTRICAL
DEVICES (RADIO, TV, ETC.) ON THE
EXTENSION PANEL.
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CONTROL PANEL

Once your Walk-In Bathtub is assembled
and installed the operation is simple. On
the inside wall of the tub you will see a
control panel like the one shown at right
and below.  There are four buttons which
control the functions of the tub.

Operation
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First, turn on the power to the tub by pressing the On-Off
switch. The blue outer ring of the control panel will flash, signifying that
the tub has been turned on.
To activate the air jets, press the Air Pump switch.
To activate the water massage jets, press the Water Pump switch.
To activate the Inline Heater function, press the In-Line Heater switch.
To turn off any or all functions, including the power, simply press the switch
again.

On-Off
Switch

In-Line
Heater
Switch

Water
Pump
Switch

Air Pump
Switch



The red-shaded areas must
both be turned on for the
Inline Heater to operate.
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NOTE: Ensure that the water level in the tub is above the sensors and
water jets in the back rest (see illustration). If water level is too low,
overspray may occur, or the water pump may not function.This is a
safety feature designed to prevent damage to the water pump.

NOTE: The Inline Heater is pre-programmed
to maintain a water temperature of 104o F.
When activated, it senses the water tem-
perature and turns on and off automatically
to maintain this temperature. Please note
that the Inline Heater will not operate un-
less the Water Pump is turned on, as the
water must circulate through the heater for
it to be effective. A small red light on the
top of the heater will come on when heater
is in operation.

CONTROL PANEL (continued)

WATER LEVEL TOO LOW:
OVERSPRAY FROM JETS

CORRECT WATER LEVEL:
JETS FUNCTION CORRECTLY

JETS

WATER LEVEL TOO LOW:
JETS WILL NOT FUNCTION

The sensors for the Water Pump are the
small silver studs located beneath the water
jets on the seat backrest.



DRAIN OPERATION (Knob Style)

The Drain Knob is located on the wall of the
tub facing the seat. To open or close the drain,
simply rotate it to perform the desired move-
ment.

DRAIN OPERATION
(Rubber Stopper Style)

Simply insert the rubber stopper in the drain
before filling tub. When  bathing is finished,
simply pull the chain to remove the stopper and
allow the tub to drain.

DRAIN
Depending on your model, your Walk-In Tub may have either a remotely
operated  knob-style drain, or a chain-and rubber stopper style drain.

DRAIN STEM ADJUSTMENT (Knob Style)

Due to movement during the shipping process, it may be necessary to adjust
your tub’s Drain Stem. If you notice that the drain stopper is not sealing

Rotate the Stopper and/or the Drain Stem in the
brass fitting in order to adjust Stopper height.

properly, or that drain time is too slow, remove the Drain
Stem and adjust the height of the stopper by rotating the
stem and stopper in the brass fitting seen at left.
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